**Key Actions & Milestones**

- Review action plan with McAllen C&I team for feedback and approval to move forward with creating a 9th grade on track measure.
- With C&I approval, Student Operations team will take the next steps to make GPA available in Syward in Fall 2022.
- Complete GPA systems updates.
- For internal purposes, determine baseline of mid-year GPAs from Class of 2025 (current freshmen).
- CCSI communicates the why to students, what to expect from CCSI, SIFs, and counselors.
- Parent webinars on why 9th grade on track is important.
- Release an initial preliminary GPA from the first semester (no rank) to students via Skyward, advising from college specialists, SIFs, and counselors.
- Progress monitoring and parent meetings every six weeks.
- Check points, evaluations, status reviews with CCSIs by leveraging effort reports.

**Indicators of Progress**

- Percentage of students who are engaged in community of school program
- Mid-year GPA for 9th grade students
- End-of-year GPA for 9th grade students